
Client

Private equity owned, franchisee operator of 78 quick 

serve restaurants in the Southeastern United States. 

Challenge

The restaurant operators wanted to conduct a market 

value analysis of all restaurant locations and determine 

if there were opportunities to proactively challenge 

property tax valuations and lower tax liability. The 

private equity owners had previous success with SIB 

and trusted our food service industry knowledge and 

experience with numerous multi-location businesses.

Solution

The SIB team conducted a market value analysis of 

each location in the restaurant chain and discovered 

that nine locations were overvalued and eligible for 

appeal. During the assessment, we also uncovered 

a significant change to the chain’s year-over-year tax 
liability due to the recent sale of an active property.

Private Equity Owned Chain of 
Quick Serve Restaurants Saves 
$200,000 on Property Taxes

“We are extremely pleased with the 

savings. SIB was very thorough, 

knowledgeable, and a pleasure to 

work with. We look forward to a 

continued partnership.”

Chief Financial Officer

Our client provided this reference but wishes to remain 

anonymous.
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About SIB

SIB reduces your company’s costs by 11-34% in the 15 spend categories we oversee, typically without changing your vendors or service 

levels. We leverage data from 500,000+ pricing benchmarks, deep industry expertise in each spend category, and ongoing spend 

management discipline to find, capture, validate, and sustain savings that dramatically improve your bottom line. Learn more about SIB 
and our family of brands with deep expertise and additional services in the categories we oversee: Cost Control Associates, Vector, 

Shipware, and Sage Management. 

843.576.3606

www.aboutsib.com

We initiated the appeals process on behalf of the client and 

presented the cases to the local taxing authorities. Appeals 

can take four or more months to resolve and require a 

significant time investment outside of standard business 

operations. By engaging SIB to manage the analysis and 

appeals process, the restaurant operator was able to remain 

focused on the day-to-day operations.

Results

$200,000 in reduced property taxes plus ongoing monitoring 

and validation to ensure that the savings remain in place.

Over 65% of all commercial real estate in the U.S. 

is over-assessed. For a large multi-unit restaurant 

group like this, property taxes represent a large 

portion of operational expenses.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sib-development-&-consulting-inc-/
https://costcontrolassociates.com/
https://vector97.com/
https://shipware.com/
https://www.sagemi.com/
https://www.aboutsib.com/

